EUPHONIUM (T.C.)

Andante mosso \( \text{\( \mathfrak{d} = 84 \)\)}

Baritone T.C.

Lyrical Study \( \text{\( \mathfrak{d} = 64 \)\)}

Solo

hold back a little

Tutti

faster

pp
From "Appalachian Spring," by Aaron Copland

From "Rocky Point Holiday," by Ron Nelson
Horkstow Grange \( (\cdot \cdot = 66) \)
Slowly flowing; singingly

\[ \text{Solo} \]

from "Brisk Young Seilor"

\[ \text{In } \frac{4}{3} \quad (\cdot \cdot = 102) \]

another "Brisk Young"
\( (\cdot \cdot = 102) \)

(no slackening)
"Lost Lady Found"
"IN ONE" (♩= 66)

Louden lots bit by bit

Continue on here---

(♩= 66)

Louden bit by bit

(hammeringly)

Slow ———— off ————